Premium quality products designed by Australians for Australians.

Quality, reliability and superior performance in a changing environment.

info@bluelinesolar.com.au
www.bluelinesolar.com.au
**SUPERIOR MI INVERTERS**

Blueline Solars unique MI system offers the latest technology to enter the world stage.

The powerful communications system offers Wi-Fi, Ethernet and i-phone application platforms giving you up to date information on your PV system anywhere in the world.

Each solar panel is individually controlled offering superior performance, greater flexibility and higher reliability than traditional systems.

Put simply Blueline solars MI power harvesting system is the best available.

---

**BLUELINE ROOF MOUNTING SYSTEMS**

The Blueline Solar Roof Mounting System has been developed into the most versatile rooftop solution the solar industry has ever seen.

Blueline Solar Mounting System features a superior anodised finish, permanently resistant to corrosion. Tilting and adjustable models, which maximise retention of the sun’s natural energy, are available.

Your Blueline Solar Roof Mounted System will stand the test of time.

---

**SAFETY PROTECTION**

Blueline Solar’s range of quality components focus on safety and longevity. The range has proven superior in a range of tests confirming Blueline as the premium quality brand for solar components.

Blueline Solar use exclusive Dual String Protection ensuring paramount safety and quality on all MI systems.

Blueline Solar’s unique MI system allows for maximum efficiency without the safety issues of traditional inverter systems. The arrays voltage is controlled continuously by the system to maximise performance and enhance safety. Should a fault ever occur, the modules default to 1 volt. That’s less than a calculator battery! This makes Blueline the safest option on the Australian market.

- Roof top isolators
- IP66 rated Enclosures